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Abstract

Creating explanations that justify why a particular plan has
been selected is an important goal of explainable planning.
However, as each selected plan sequence will implicitly en-
capsulate the balance that has been made between depen-
dency, constraint and choice, the job of justifying a plan is
challenging. A powerful concept in explainable planning is
to use contrastive explanations; however, this requires some
method of accessing suitable alternatives. In this work we fo-
cus on the transition sequences of specific objects in a plan
and define a set of alternatives that may have been used in-
stead. We then analyse the choice that was made: we attempt
to generate an explanation to justify the used transition se-
quence and explore the viability of using alternative options
within a plan. We discuss our observations from preliminary
component testing.

Introduction
Within Explainable AI (XAI), XAI Planning (Fox, Long,
and Magazzeni 2017) focuses on explanations for the var-
ious aspects of the AI Planning problem and process. Prob-
lems in XAI Planning include explaining the decision mak-
ing of the planner (Magnaguagno et al. 2017; Lindsay 2021)
and effectively communicating plans (Canal et al. 2021), in-
cluding justifying plan actions. An important part of this
work is involved in explaining why a particular plan was
selected from the various alternatives (Eifler et al. 2020;
Krarup et al. 2021). Existing work has considered how this
can be achieved based on user provided queries and prop-
erties. We instead adopt an object orientated perspective to
break the plan into simpler structures for analysis, and we
use this object orientated perspective to support the con-
struction of both contrastive and inductive explanations.

In previous work in automated planning, isolating and fo-
cusing on specific (sets of) objects has assisted in various
aspects of planning, such as domain modelling (Simpson,
Kitchin, and McCluskey 2007), identifying types and vari-
ants (Fox and Long 1998), and specifying control knowl-
edge (Lindsay 2015). These approaches typically start by
considering the sequences of actions (transition sequences)
that individual objects take during a planning task. By fo-
cusing on specific objects (and perhaps even a specific be-
haviour of the objects), an abstracted view of the problem
is created, which is arguably easier to understand (Simpson,

Kitchin, and McCluskey 2007). This abstraction provides a
way of grouping objects together, suggesting similar func-
tions in the plan (Lindsay 2020). From an object orientated
view, we can see an object’s specific sequence of transitions
in a plan, as one of a set of possible alternatives and these
alternatives provide a pool for drawing alternatives from, as
part of a contrastive analysis.

Using contrastive explanations (Eifler et al. 2020, 2021;
Krarup et al. 2021) is an approach that appears effective in
XAI Planning. In (Eifler et al. 2020) a framework is de-
veloped for analysing the trade-offs between a set of plan
properties (a set of Boolean features), providing a form of
contrastive explanation. This analysis of trade-offs can un-
cover important structure in problems with tight constraints
(as is the case in the over-subscription planning problems
they investigate), however, how this approach will perform
in a classical planning setting is not yet clear. The approach
in (Eifler et al. 2020) relies on user specified properties as
the basis for generating alternatives. In this work we are in-
terested in gathering similar object transition sequences to-
gether into a set of alternatives and using these as the basis
for contrastive explanations.

The approach in (Eifler et al. 2020) explains feature val-
ues in relative terms, but does not provide justification for
the feature’s value in isolation (e.g., when such a comparison
is not possible). We observe that in some cases the selection
of one the specific object transition sequences will actually
relate directly to specific and identifiable problem structure.
For example, consider a single feature indicating whether a
package was loaded into a truck in a transportation problem.
We note that in all cases that the package is not positioned at
its goal in the initial state then it will always be placed into
a truck and many packages will have identical transition se-
quences (e.g., load and unload). An explanation based on
causal graphs, e.g., (Canal et al. 2021), might justify the use
of a load action as part of a sequence used to achieve the
package delivery. However, this explanation leaves it possi-
ble that several alternative means were available for mov-
ing the truck and the planner happened to choose loading
the package into a truck. Using our object based abstraction,
we analyse these instances and attempt to uncover a rule to
capture the situations where a specific transition (sequence)
must happen.

In this work we introduce the notion of a plan option (a



Figure 1: An example Logistics problem. The red pack-
age (a Truckable package) goal is at l2; the blue pack-
age (Truck2Fly) has its goal at l3; and the white package
(Truck2Fly2Truck) goal is at l1.

Figure 2: The four sequences of properties that a pack-
age object can transition between in Logistics problems
(given the benchmark set): Achieved (already achieved
goal), Truckable (taken home by truck), Truck2Fly (first in
truck and then in an aeroplane), and Truck2Fly2Truck (same
as Truck2Fly and then taken home with a truck). The dotted
boxes indicate the initial and goal states, and highlights that
all packages start and finish with at.1 properties.

specialisation of plan properties (Eifler et al. 2020)): a set of
possible alternatives, such that each possible plan will select
one choice. We develop an analysis of a plan option that
attempts to justify the selected option in a plan and explores
the viability of using alternatives within the plan instead. We
consider object transition sequences as a plan option, with
each of the object’s potential transition sequences being a
possible alternative. We then use the plan option analysis
on the object transition sequences and generate several plan
explanations. We present our results and observations from
our initial work using the Logistics benchmark domain.

In this work we first present the background and related
work; we present a framework for analysing plan options
and then instantiate the framework in the context of object
transition sequences; we finish by presenting our conclu-
sions and future work.

Background
In this section we provide the necessary background, which
includes planning and domain analysis, plan properties and
the first order inductive learner algorithm. We also overview
the Logistics domain, which we use as a running example.

Automated Planning The description of a planning prob-
lem is separated into two parts: the definition of the planning
domain that defines the world and its behaviours; and an ex-

planation of the specific problem to be solved within that
world. A domain is a tuple, D = ⟨A,P⟩, defining the sets
of predicates, P, and actions, A. Actions are represented by
three sets of predicates: the precondition (aPRE) and the add
(aADD) and delete (aDEL) effects. A planning problem is a
tuple, P = ⟨O, sinit, g⟩, with the set of objects, O, an ini-
tial state, sinit, and a goal, g, which is a partial state. States
are sets of instantiated predicates (propositions), over the ob-
jects of a particular problem. We use s′ = a(s) as a function
that returns the state, s′ after the application of ground ac-
tion, a to state, s (s′ = (s \ aDEL)∪ aADD), defined for ap-
plicable actions, such that aPRE ⊆ s. The target in planning
is to construct a sequence of ground actions (π = a1, ..., an),
such that, when applied to sinit, the resulting state satisfies
the goal.

The Logistics domain is a transportation planning do-
main, where trucks and aeroplanes are used to transfer pack-
ages between locations. The trucks can move between loca-
tions within a specific city and the aeroplanes move between
special locations (called airports) and travel between cities.
An example problem is illustrated in Figure 1. As with all
benchmark planning problems, the problems adhere to cer-
tain domain conventions, which act to constrain the possible
structure of the problems. These conventions can capture re-
quired constraints from the problem domain, e.g., a pack-
age can only be at one location. The design of the bench-
mark problem generators can also introduce (potentially un-
intended) structure (e.g., (Gregory and Lindsay 2007)). For
example, in the Logistics domain benchmark set we have
used, packages are never redistributed to non-airports within
the same city and never start in vehicles, or at airports.

Object Transitions and Properties Over the course of a
plan each object will transition between different collections
of relationships. Part of the analysis done by the domain
analysis tool, TIM (Fox and Long 1998), uncovers the sets
of object transitions and properties for each object. A prop-
erty, (p, i), is a pair, with predicate, p, and index, i (usually
written p.i), that represents one of an object’s relationships,
such that p is the predicate of the proposition and i is the
parameter position of the object. For example, in logistics, a
package might have an at.1 property, which indicates that
the package shares an at relationship with some location. A
transition, (a, j), is similar, but represents an action, a, being
applied, with the object at index, j (denoted a.j).

An object transition sequence is captured by a trace:
P0, t1, . . . , tn, Pn, where Pi is a set of properties and ti is
a transition. For example, a package in the Logistics prob-
lem might have a sequence:

at.1,load-truck.1,in.1,unload-truck.1,at.1,load-
airplane.1,in.1,unload-airplane.1,at.1.

This sequence is called Truck2Fly, as shown in Figure 2
(indexes omitted for simplicity). The figure also shows the
three other package transition sequences that exist in plans
for the Logistics benchmark set.



First order inductive learner (FOIL) (Quinlan 1990) is
an algorithm that learns rules to explain some concept.
Given some background knowledge (e.g., states) and posi-
tive and negative examples of the concept (e.g., a property
of the state), FOIL, induces a set of rules for the concept.
The approach learns a single rule at a time, iterating until
the positive examples are covered. Each rule is formed of a
head: the predicate to be learnt, and a body: an expression
that entails the predicate. For the purposes of this work we
use the notation Head :- Body (i.e., Prolog syntax), and the
body will be a conjunct of predicates. Figure 4 presents sev-
eral example rules.

Related Work

Explainable AI Planning (XAIP) (Fox, Long, and Mag-
azzeni 2017), is an area of growing importance and fo-
cus in planning, which is motivated by the need for trust,
interaction and transparency between users and AI con-
trolled agents (Hoffmann and Magazzeni 2019; Kamb-
hampati 2019; Lindsay 2019; Sohrabi, Baier, and McIl-
raith 2011). Explanations for plans have included exploiting
causal structure inherent in plans (Canal et al. 2021), gener-
ating alternatives for comparison (Krarup et al. 2021), and
analysing structure in the set of possible alternatives (Ei-
fler et al. 2020). In (Eifler et al. 2020) a framework is de-
veloped for analysing a set of plans for a specific over-
subscription planning problem. A set of Boolean features
(called plan properties) is evaluated on each plan and these
features are used as the basis of a comparison between the
plans. The approach to explanation involves investigating
the trade-offs in the plan set in terms of satisfying and not
satisfying combinations of features. An aspect that lends it-
self to their approach is the cost bound, which is part of the
over-subscription problem definition. This cost bound pre-
vents full goal satisfaction, leading to the trade-offs. Similar
to their global approach, we also attempt to identify struc-
ture captured in the plan set. However, instead of requiring a
set of hand created features, we focus on features that we can
generate automatically. In addition we have also investigated
inducing rules that provide justification for why the features
have a particular value. As we are interested in identifying
general properties, rather than problem specific properties,
we have relied on an explicit plan set.

Objects and analysis of objects have played an im-
portant role in automated planning and knowledge rep-
resentation, including in domain definition languages
(OCL (Liu and McCluskey 2000)), domain model acqui-
sition (GIPO (Simpson, Kitchin, and McCluskey 2007)
and LOCM (Cresswell, McCluskey, and West 2009)), do-
main analysis (TIM (Fox and Long 1998)), control knowl-
edge (Lindsay, Fox, and Long 2009; Lindsay 2015) and for
supporting explanations (Lindsay 2020). In (Lindsay 2020)
analysis of object transitions was used to select appropriate
specialised solvers for supporting query disambiguation and
query answering.

Analysis of a Plan Option
In this section we introduce the notion of plan options, which
makes explicit one of the choices that the planner makes
during planning. This choice is represented as a set of al-
ternatives, where exactly one of the alternatives is true in
each plan. In this work we propose an analysis of plan op-
tions that attempts to uncover structure between the alter-
native options. In this work we investigate the alternatives
in terms of the viability (e.g., is the problem solvable using
alternatives? and at what cost?), and we attempt to uncover
a property of the problem that provides justification for the
option selected.

Plan Options: Multi-Value Properties
Similar to the use of plan properties in (Eifler et al. 2020),
our analysis relies on a set of possible properties of a plan.
However, we focus on a special case, where there is known
structure between the properties: specifically, when exactly
one of the features is true for each plan. Such features can
be represented by a single multi-value property, called a plan
option:

Definition 1 (Plan Options). A plan option is a function,
X : Π → D(X), mapping a plan to some finite domain,
D(X), of alternatives, such that any given plan π, maps to
exactly one member of D(X).

A plan option captures a classification of each plan using
a finite set of alternative labels. For example, a disjunctive
landmark (a set of actions where at least one must be used in
any valid plan) could be used to define a plan option, where
the domain is the actions in the disjunction and the plan op-
tion maps to the first of these actions to be used in the plan.
Plan properties (Eifler et al. 2020) are Boolean values and
therefore imply two value plan options: the plan entails the
property, or otherwise.

The Plan Option Analysis
The analysis of a plan option attempts to uncover the rela-
tionships that exist between the alternative plan option val-
ues. In particular, for a problem P , plan π and plan option X ,
with value v in π, we investigate the three following ques-
tions:

a) ‘Does X = v need to hold in P?’ Depending on the
nature of X , the answer to this question can be solved by
augmenting the planning models (D and P ) with a new con-
straint that prevents the planner from allowing X = v in
valid solutions to the augmented P (Krarup et al. 2021). If
the problem is solvable then the resulting plan, π′, is a solu-
tion to P without X = v. To get more information we can
instead augment the planning model to force the value of X
to each of the alternative values, v′( ̸= v). Thus we identify
which of the values is a feasible alternative for the planner.

b) ‘Is it more efficient for X = v to hold in problem P?’
This uses each of the π′, generated as part of a). b) discovers
whether forcing the value of X to an alternative v′ leads to
higher plan cost.



c) ‘Are there problem properties that explain why X = v
holds in P?’ Uncover an expression ϕ that justifies the se-
lection of value v in X . As an alternative to a causal explana-
tion, e.g., (Canal et al. 2021), we aim to identify properties
of the problem structure that lead to the planner’s choice of
v in P . Our approach frames the problem as a classification
problem, such that examples with X = v become positive
examples, and all other examples are negative.

The questions a)-c) can be posed at the individual prob-
lem level, or as universal questions across all problems of
a domain. In this work we focus on object transition se-
quences (see following sections) and consider both the in-
dividual problem and universal cases for a) and b) and the
universal case for question c).

The Object Transition Sequence Plan Option
The focus in this paper is to use the framework proposed in
the previous section to analyse object transition sequences.
We have assumed a library of existing plans (and their asso-
ciated problems), which we use to provide the space of pos-
sible alternative object transition sequences (e.g., we do not
want to rely on all interesting alternatives being represented
in a single plan). In this section we use this library and de-
fine a parameterised plan option for the transition sequences
of a particular object.

The Alternative Set Given a problem, P , plan, π, from
the plan library, a parameterised plan option takes as input
an object of a certain type, o, and classifies the object based
on the transition sequence, T = P0, t1, . . . , tn, Pn, extracted
from π for o. Within a single plan, alternative parameterisa-
tions of the plan option (each of the objects with the same
type (Fox and Long 1998)), can be used, leading to a set
of possible action sequences for the type. We use this pro-
cess over all of the plans in the plan library and gather a
set of transition sequences, T1, . . . , Tm, which capture the
transition sequences for the domain. The possible transition
sequences for the package type in Logistics benchmark plan-
ning problems1 is presented in Figure 2. The figure identi-
fies four distinct sequences, which capture the transitions re-
quired to solve any problem in the benchmark set. We focus
on these sequences for the examples in this work.

In general, transition sequences can be large, with long
repeated sequences. For example, consider a truck moving
between locations and picking up and dropping off pack-
ages. Although this is not a main focus of this paper, we note
two techniques that we are investigating in order to mitigate
this problem. The first is to separate the transitions of an ob-
ject, so that each group gathers together related transitions.
These structures have been identified in TIM to identify in-
variant properties and help with identifying object types. As
an example, the TIM analysis separates loading and unload-
ing packages from moving between locations. Of course,
during a plan a truck may move between many locations. We
have also considered using clustering to identify partitioning

1We used the Logistics benchmarks for the AIPS-00 Plan-
ning Competition, which can be obtained from https://ipc00.icaps-
conference.org/

Figure 3: The figure illustrates the results of the plan op-
tions analysis for packages that are classified as Truckable
(i.e., the object makes the Truckable transition sequence in a
plan). The figure illustrates i. the problem becomes unsolv-
able if truckable packages are forced to use the Achieved
transition sequence and ii. The problem is solvable if Truck-
able packages use the other transition sequences, but the
plan has higher cost.

in the set of possible repetitions of transition subsequences.
The intention then is that instead of a single transition se-
quence, a cluster of transition sequences is used instead. In
either case, we move forward into the following sections
with a partitioning of the possible transition sequences.

The Plan Option Given a set of plan traces and an ob-
ject type, we can obtain a set of transition sequences and
a classifier for each sequence, resulting in a set of alterna-
tives, T1, . . . , Tm. A plan option, XOTS , is defined, which
given a problem, plan and object, classifies the object into
a value associated with the appropriate transition sequence,
vT1

, . . . , vTm
.

Exploring Plan Options
In this section we consider the answers to questions a) ‘Does
X = v need to hold in P ?’ and b) ‘Is it more efficient for
X = v to hold in problem P ?’, in the context of the ob-
ject transition sequence plan option (see previous section).
In particular, we analyse the planner’s decision to use a par-
ticular option and identify the solvability and cost implica-
tions of making other choices.

Plan Option Analysis: Forcing Alternative Values We
use the plan option, XOTS (see previous section) to analyse
whether the planner’s selection of the object’s transition se-
quence, Ti, in a plan was important. To achieve this we first
create a set of augmented model pairs: {(DTj , PTj ) ∀j ̸=
i}. The model pair, (DTj

, PTj
), is created from (D, P ) by

adding a constraint that forces the object to follow transition
sequence Tj . This is achieved by maintaining the progres-
sion of the transition sequence in the actions of the domain.
A predicate is added for each node in the transition sequence
and the actions that represent the transition implement the



progression between nodes. Notice that additional precon-
ditions are also added into relevant actions to prevent tran-
sitions that are not correctly ordered in the sequence. Any
solutions for these constrained models are also a solution to
the original problem.

Plan Option Analysis: Solvability A planner is then used
to solve the resulting planning problem, (DTj

, PTj
). We as-

sume an optimal planner is used, although it is possible
that useful analysis is possible without this restriction. If the
problem for some Tj is unsolvable then this proves that the
transition sequence Tj cannot be used with the object as part
of a solution. For example, Figure 3 presents the plan options
analysis for a Truckable object (i.e., an object that makes
the Truckable transition sequence in a plan). The figure il-
lustrates that the problem becomes unsolvable if Truckable
packages are forced to use the Achieved transition sequence
(red cross). However, the problem is solvable if Truckable
packages use the other transition sequences (connections to
both Truck2Fly and Truck2Fly2Truck transition sequences).

Plan Option Analysis: Cost If the problem is solvable
then we can also use the cost of the resulting plan to further
analyse the relationship between the options. In particular,
we compare the cost between the original plan, cost(π), and
the cost of the plan for the modified problem, cost(πTj

). If
the cost is higher (cost(π) < cost(πTj

)) this means that
the use of Tj for the object leads to worse plan length in
the problem. Figure 3 is annotated with the increase in cost
attributable to using the alternative transition sequences for
the Truckable package.

Plan Option Analysis: Universal Properties
In some domains the previous analysis will uncover similar
results for all or part of the structure for each object of a
certain type (e.g., no Truckable package will be solved using
the Achieved sequence). We propose using the plan option
analysis over the whole plan library, which includes plans
for different problem instances. The aim is to identify the
universal structure, where it exists, between the alternative
sequences of a plan option. We propose an examination of
the following properties over all instantiations of the plan
option:

1. If the planner selects Ti then forcing Tj leads to an un-
solvable problem;

2. If the planner selects Ti then forcing Tj will result in a
higher cost plan.

For example, in the case of Figure 3, we anticipate that these
two properties will have the same values for any Truck-
able package in any problem instance. However, more gen-
erally we expect the identification of components of se-
quences where the sequences in each component have one
of the properties with the sequences of the other compo-
nents. Within each component the sequences are alternatives
that cannot be distinguished in this way. For example, there
may be alternative ways of solving a problem (e.g., putting
a block on the table, or on a disused stack when the block’s

goal stack is not ready), if the two approaches lead to plans
with the same cost in some cases then no relationship will
be identified.

Explaining Object Transition Sequences
In this section we seek to identify relationships between the
values of a plan option and problem properties. In this work
we focus on the problem at the universal level, where the se-
lected problem property is supported by data from a plan
library. Our approach uses inductive learning to generate
a rule that identifies the distinguishing problem properties
that separate objects of a particular class (e.g., have a cer-
tain transition sequence) from the others. We first define the
context used to provide the background knowledge. We then
pose two alternative plan options based on object transition
sequences. The first aims to find an explanation to justify
why a particular transition sequence is selected for an object
(i.e., the plan option XOTS we used in the previous section).
The second focuses on individual transitions within the tran-
sition sequence and attempts to create an explanation identi-
fying the problem structures that lead to each transition be-
ing used.

Learning Context
In this work we use FOIL with the aim of learning a rule that
identifies the important properties of a problem that lead to
an object’s transition sequence. Similar to any learning ap-
proach, a key element in inductive learning using FOIL, is
providing a sufficient context, so that the learner can con-
struct an appropriate rule. Our intention is to learn an ex-
pression that explains why a certain object uses a transition
or transition sequence in a plan. We have therefore based our
context on lessons learnt in concept learning for learning
rules to select actions for planning (Khardon 1999; Yoon,
Fern, and Givan 2008; Lindsay 2015). In particular, we have
used the state, goal (add ‘g’ as prefix to predicate, e.g., gat),
positive and negative subtype member test (e.g., airport
and nairport), and a not equal (neq predicate) test be-
tween objects. This context can be extended with additional
predicates if necessary (Lindsay 2015), e.g., a reachable test
for graph traversal, or good-tower for block stacking. As the
context is used to learn across problem instances, objects
from different problem instances are made distinct.

Plan Options: Explaining Object Transition
Sequences
We now look at question ‘Are there problem properties that
explain why X = v holds in P ?’ for problem, P , plan op-
tion X and some value v. We attempt to identify a property
that connects the objects with the same value of a plan op-
tion, with the intention of creating a general explanation to
describe the situations where a planner’s choices will lead
to value v. We first consider the plan option, XOTS , as we
did in the previous section. Again we assume a set of alterna-
tive object transition sequences T1, . . . , Tm (see ‘The Object
Transition Sequence Plan Option’) and define a plan option,
XOTS , which takes a problem, plan and object and classi-
fies the object into a value associated with the appropriate



Figure 4: The induced rules for each of the four Logistics package transition sequences. The background knowledge included
state and goal predicates (e.g., Achieved is satisfied when the goal (gat) and initial state (at) of A are both the same); see
‘Learning Context’ for full description.

transition sequence, vT1
, . . . , vTm

.

FOIL Problem Specification The aim is to learn a rule
that separates the objects that use a specific sequence T ,
from all of the other objects. For a particular transition
sequence, T , we define the background knowledge as de-
scribed in ‘Learning Context’. We then describe the positive
examples as any object that is associated with the sequence
T and the negative examples as all other objects of the type.
For example, when learning the expression for Truckable
(see Figure 2), given a problem like the one in Figure 1, we
start by building the background, which includes the state of
the world:

truck(t1). truck(t2). airplane(a1).
location(l1). location(l2). ... city(c1)..
airport(l2). airport(l3)...
incity(l1,c1). incity(l2,c1)...
package(blue_package).
package(red_package). ...
at(t1,l1)... at(a1,l2). ...
at(red_package,l1). at(blue_package,l1). ...

The goal context:

gat(red_package,l2). gat(blue_package,l3)...

And some additional predicates to allow distinctions to be
made between variable bindings:

nairport(l1). nairport(l4).
neq(l1,l2). neq(l1,l3)...
neq(truck1,truck2)...

We then describe the positive examples:
truckable(red_package).
...

And the negative examples:
truckable(blue_package).
truckable(white_package).
...

FOIL Learning The learning process2 then discovers a
term that covers the positive examples, but none of the neg-
ative examples. In this case the learnt rule is:
truckable(A) :-

at(A,B), incity(B,C), gat(A,D),
incity(D,C), neq(D,B).

This rule captures the intuition that a package is Truckable
if its goal is different from its initial state, but both locations
are in the same city. The rules learnt for all four of the tran-
sition sequences for the Logistic benchmark problems are
shown in Figure 4.

Alternative Explanations We have observed that do-
mains (especially benchmark planning domains) will of-
ten have domain conventions constraining the resulting
state spaces. These constraints are apparent in the rule for
Truck2Fly2Truck. The rule ensures that the goal is not at an
airport and that the initial and goal locations are different.

2We used the Aleph solver (Srinivasan 2001) implementation of
the FOIL algorithm in this work.



However, it does not ensure that the initial and goal loca-
tions are in different cities. In fact, it seems that this rule
could apply to some of the Truckable packages. However,
the problems in the benchmark set never deliver a package
to a non-airport location in the same city as the starting lo-
cation (presumably a constraint in the problem generator).
Therefore there are no examples to require this additional
constraint.

The FOIL approach to inducing rules does create a col-
lection of valid and potentially equivalent rules. The FOIL
system will typically choose the simplest alternative, but it
might be useful to support alternative explanations. For ex-
ample, one of the good clauses learnt by the learner for the
Truck2Fly2Truck objects was:
truck2fly2truck(A) :-

at(A,B), incity(B,C), nairport(B),
gat(A,D), incity(D,E), neq(C,E),
neq(E,C), nairport(D), neq(B,D).

This rule is more explicit in detailing the relationship be-
tween the package initial position and the goal and might be
a more understandable rule for a user.

This suggests that each of the possible object transition se-
quences should be featured within the plan set. One possible
extension would allow users to outline possible transition se-
quences that they would expect (e.g., by drawing their state
diagrams), to complement the plan set. The system could
then use these additional sequences to prune simpler rules
that failed to distinguish all of the user’s identified cases.

Plan Options: Explaining Object Transitions
In the previous part we considered identifying an explana-
tion to justify the planner’s selection of a particular object
transition sequence. In this section we break this problem
down and focus instead on justifying each of the possible ob-
ject transitions in turn. In particular, we consider each tran-
sition as an individual plan option and attempt to learn a rule
that separates the objects that use the transition in plans from
those that do not use the transition. The aim then is create an
explanation of the reason that a transition is used in a plan,
generalising the question ‘Why action A?’ (Fox, Long, and
Magazzeni 2017; Krarup et al. 2021) to transitions.

FOIL Problem Specification Using the same sequences,
as above, we this time create a learning problem for each
transition that features in the sequences. We distinguish
different uses of a transition, so that in our Logistics ex-
ample there are six transitions: load-truck.1(1),
unload-truck.1(1), load-airplane.1(1),
unload-airplane.1(1), load-truck.1(2),
unload-truck.1(2). We learn a rule for each tran-
sition using the same background knowledge as before. In
this case for a transition, t, the positive examples contain
the objects associated with transition sequences that contain
t and all other objects become negative examples. The
positive examples for the package load-airplane.1
transition, using the example in Figure 1 would be:
LoadAirplane(blue_package).
LoadAirplane(white_package).

The negative examples:
LoadAirplane(red_package).

FOIL Learning The learning process selected the follow-
ing rule:
LoadAirplane(A) :-

at(A,B), incity(B,C), gat(A,D),
incity(D,E), neq(C,E).

This rule captures the intuition that the package will enter
an aeroplane if its destination is another city. The rules for
the six transitions are presented in Figure 5. Notice in the
Logistics domain the transitions come in pairs, as any pack-
age that uses a load transition will require the corresponding
unload transition.

Answering ‘Why not t?’ Queries If the learning prob-
lem is switched so that the positive examples come from
cases where the transition is not used then we attempt to
characterise the situations where the transition is not use-
ful. For example, in a plan for Figure 1, we might ask ‘why
is the load-airplane.1 transition not used with the red
package?’, i.e., a generalisation of querying ‘Why not action
A?’ (Fox, Long, and Magazzeni 2017; Krarup et al. 2021). If
we pose this as a learning problem using the data as above,
but switching the positive and negative examples, we dis-
cover an explanation:
nofly(A) :-

at(A,B), incity(B,C),
gat(A,D), incity(D,C).

This captures the intuition that flying is not necessary when
the goal of the package is in the same city (variable C) as
its initial state. Notice that this explanation is general for
objects in any Logistics instance, given that the plan set is
characterising.

Discussion
The approach presented in ‘Analysis of a Plan Option’ pro-
vides a general approach for exploring planner choices. Al-
though the implementation of this work is currently at a pre-
liminary stage, the work so far has identified some interest-
ing issues that we will explore as part of our future work. In
this section we consider some of these aspects.

Generation of Examples of Alternatives We have as-
sumed here that for class option alternative X = v′, there
is some model constraint that can be added to the model,
allowing X = v′ to be explored. An alternative approach
would be to start from a solution space, e.g., (Katz, Sohrabi,
and Udrea 2020), and explore the alternatives values of X in
the plan set.

Enhancing XAIP as a Service The plan options for a
specific object enumerate the transition sequences that have
been observed in the plans. Assuming a suitable plan set,
these provide important background knowledge that can be
used to explore alternative plans. In this work we have anal-
ysed how the plan changed when the object was forced to be



Figure 5: The induced rules for each of the package transitions in the Logistics domain. The transition initial truck (un)load
(ITL) is used by all sequences except Achieved, aeroplane (un)load (A3) is used by Truck2Fly and Truck2Fly2Truck, and final
truck (un)load (FTL) is used by Truck2Fly2Truck.

in the alternative modes. Even when an expression to justify
a specific value cannot be learnt we can still explore these
alternative modes. In some cases it will be possible to enu-
merate all of the alternatives online. However, it might be
useful to allow the user to explore the alternative transition
sequences, allowing a structured way of navigating alterna-
tives. In particular, instead of in (Krarup et al. 2021), where
the user asks ‘Why action A and not action B?’, leading
to ambiguity, the transition sequence frames provide more
structure. We can then ask, ‘Without changing any of the
objects’ transition sequences: Why action A and not action
B?’ (a related discussion is in (Lindsay 2020)). As we have
mentioned in the previous section, we can also ask questions
that aim to explain the use of transitions, which generalise
from individual actions.

A Library of Plan Options We consider two plan op-
tions in this work. However, the construction of alter-
natives in planning has important applications in diverse
planning (Katz and Sohrabi 2020), counterfactual genera-
tion (Siddle et al. 2017), improving robustness (Porteous
et al. 2021), and in each area, approaches have been devel-
oped to create sets of alternative plans. This suggests the
possibility of a library of alternative approaches, similar to
the POLYJUICE approach (Wu et al. 2021) in natural lan-
guage generation.

Control Knowledge In this work we have investigated
creating rules that identifying connections between problem
properties and transition sequences. Uncovering these struc-
tures in domain models could lead to constraints that im-
prove efficiency in solving new instances. For example, if
an object in a new Logistics problem is identified as Truck-
able, the planning model can be constrained to remove ac-
tions that load the package into an airplane, or a truck in an-
other city. More generally, we are interested in whether the
approach presented in this work relates to the specification
of preconditions in generalised planning, e.g., (Srivastava,
Immerman, and Zilberstein 2011).

The object transitions can also be seen as a form of prag-
matic landmark. Whereas landmarks must be present in ev-

ery plan, these transitions sequences (or one of a small set
of transition sequences) happen to exist in every plan. They
might therefore provide useful search guidance within a sat-
isficing search, based on the landmark heuristic (Richter and
Westphal 2010).

Conclusion and Future Work
In this work we have presented an approach for providing
justifications for a selected plan. We introduced plan op-
tions: sets of properties where exactly one holds, and pro-
posed an analysis that both attempts to create a justification
for the selected property, and explores the viability of using
the alternatives in the plan. We focused on certain plan op-
tions based on object transition sequences, where we used
existing plans in order to derive a set of alternative object
transition sequences. We presented the preliminary results
of applying the plan option analysis to object transition se-
quences. As part of this analysis alternative transition se-
quences were tested for viability and rules were induced that
explained the reason for using (and not using) certain object
transitions, and object transition sequences. The first future
work is to apply our approach to more domains. Another im-
portant area is to test alternative model learning approaches,
which may allow explanations to be generated for more ob-
ject transitions. We will also investigate how the structure
uncovered through our analysis can be effectively presented
to users, so that it can support user understanding of planner
choice.
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